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Simulations of feedback by jets from active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the past mostly focused on the interaction at large
scales as the circumgalactic medium or intra-cluster medium for clusters of galaxies. Only in recent years, simulations have
included the interaction of jets with a highly inhomogeneous medium as required by a multi-phase interstellar medium
(ISM). At the same time, feedback by AGN has become a common component for cosmological simulations of galaxy
evolution to form massive galaxies compatible with observations. I will present some of our recent results and will put
them into further context of other feedback simulations and how the opposing effects of positive and negative feedback by
jets might be understood in terms of different properties of the ISM.
c© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
1 Introduction
Feedback by active galactic nuclei (AGN) has become a
commonly invoked process in galaxy evolution. It acts on
two scales: large-scale feedback on the circumgalactic gas
and (for clusters of galaxies) the intra-cluster medium on
the one hand, the galaxy-scale feedback on the interstel-
lar medium (ISM) of the galaxy on the other. For the large
scales, there are now great observations of cavities in the hot
X-ray gas (McNamara & Nulsen 2007) that can be used as
calorimeters of the jet power by linking their volumes to the
environmental pressure. Since these cavities are found to be
filled by radio-emitting jet plasma, this is a quite robust ap-
proach that showed that on these scales, feedback may be
sufficient to offset the gas cooling and explain the lack of
strong cooling flows in clusters of galaxies. Furthermore it
allows much better determination of time-averaged jet pow-
ers than possible through its radio emission.
On galactic scales, however, AGN feedback still has to
be considered a mostly theoretical construct. While there
are detailed observations available that show interaction of
the AGN with interstellar gas, both for jets and winds, it is
far from clear what their actual importance is on the ther-
mal budget and evolution of the host galaxy. On the theoret-
ical side, AGN feedback has been deemed responsible for a
number of observed findings, the most prominent ones be-
ing the suppression or quenching of star formation in mas-
sive galaxies at late times (negative feedback) and the cor-
relation of the central black hole masses with the galactic
spheroid mass or velocity dispersion. This is a reasonable
approach since AGN activity is a frequent phenomenon in
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massive galaxies (e.g. Best et al. 2005, for radio-loud AGN)
and the corresponding energies can be very large (both jet
power from cavities and radiative power from quasars). Ear-
lier cosmological hydrodynamical simulations failed to pro-
duce realistic galaxies at the high-mass end since they con-
tinued to grow also at low redshifts and are still domi-
nated by star formation while observed massive galaxies are
mostly elliptical galaxies with only little ongoing star for-
mation. Semianalytic models (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Cro-
ton et al. 2006) showed that introducing AGN feedback can
bring massive galaxies to agreement with observations, and
this could also be found in more recent cosmological simu-
lations that included AGN feedback (e.g. Dubois et al. 2010;
McCarthy et al. 2010; Sijacki et al. 2007; Vogelsberger et al.
2013). It should be mentioned that these simulations gener-
ally do not make a distinction between feedback at the two
scales that are closely linked in cosmological simulations.
Yet, feedback at large scales is qualitatively different from
galaxy scales in that it involves almost exclusively the in-
teraction of the AGN with a hot and low density gas. On
galaxy scales, in contrast, the feedback occurs in the inter-
stellar medium (ISM) that has gas densities varying over
several orders of magnitude and a fractal, cloudy structure.
For most simulations, these dense stuctures are quite below
the resolution limit.
Although the model of AGN feedback is largely suc-
cessful, it is important to recall that the underlying feedback
process is still not well understood. Only recently hydro-
dynamic simulations of AGN jets have included a largely
inhomogeneous environment and the impact of the jet on
the gas dynamics and star formation in the ISM is studied
in more detail. I will describe some of the findings in the
following and discuss issues that will have to be addressed
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2 V. Gaibler: Positive and negative AGN feedback
in the future to improve our understanding of this feedback
and eventually allow a better modelling of AGN feedback in
galaxy evolution and rigorous comparison to observations.
One should keep in mind that not all observed relations
used in favour of AGN feedback do actually underpin its im-
portance. While several feedback models provide explana-
tions for the observed black hole scaling relations between
the black hole and the host galaxy (e.g. King 2003; Silk &
Rees 1998, for the M–σ relation), Jahnke & Maccio` (2011)
argue that the similar scaling between black hole mass and
the galaxy bulge mass (Magorrian et al. 1998) could sim-
ply be due to a statical convergence process and does not
require AGN feedback.
2 Types of AGN feedback
Feedback by nuclear supermassive black holes includes
various phenomena and a rich nomenclature. However, it
can be categorized into two main classes: accretion-disk-
driven feedback and jet-driven feedback, often referred to
as “quasar mode” and “radio mode” feedback. The former
feedback stems from the accretion onto the black hole in a
geometrically thin but optically thick accretion disk or for
weaker accretion a geometrically thick but optically thin ra-
diatively inefficient accretion flow. The corresponding ac-
tion on the environment is ultimately driven thermally or
by radiation. Coupling of the radiation to gas and dust can
result in mechanical outflows or winds with large opening
angles. The other class, jet-driven feedback, originates from
the formation of collimated, relativistic jets from the inner-
most accretion flow either by magnetocentrifugal launching
from the disk or the by the black hole spin. This type of
feedback is driven by the momentum of the narrow, super-
sonic jet beam (initially Poynting flux dominated jets would
eventually become matter-dominated as the jets expand).
The jets and jet-inflated cocoons/lobes are generally observ-
able by their radio synchrotron emission, but also at other
energies as optical and X-rays.
Clearly, jets are also linked to accretion onto the black
hole, but there is no simple and direct connection between
those two processes since jet formation has additional re-
quirements, e.g. for the magnetic field. Only a minority of
strongly accreting black holes produces powerful jets. Fur-
thermore, if jets can be powered by the black hole spin,
the black holes may store large amounts of energy from ac-
creted matter in their rotational energy and release it much
later when the accretion rates are considerably different.
This might essentially decouple the jet powers from the cur-
rent accretion rates and allow more degrees of freedom for
jet feedback than for accretion-driven feedback.
Although it can be expected that in real objects both
types of feedback often will be operating simulaneously,
though on potentially very different levels, separating these
types for basic theoretical studies is helpful to understand
in more detail the important physical processes. Since out-
flows can be produced by both feedback types, it is also
important to consider what parameters enter the models and
simulations and which observed class objects they corre-
spond to. In particular, jets and winds are sometimes not
clearly separated in theoretical studies and hence may lead
to contradictions with observations. In the following, I will
focus more on the feedback from jets than from radiation-
driven feedback.
Observations of jets on pc scales with VLBI show ap-
parent superluminal speeds and strong brightness asymme-
tries between the two jet sides due to Doppler beaming, of-
ten with only one jet visible (but the large scale still shows
the lobes from the other side). This is generally regarded
as evidence for highly relativistic speeds of the jet beam
with Lorentz factors of ∼ 10. On the kpc scale, if jets don’t
decollimate and form FR I radio sources (Fanaroff & Ri-
ley 1974), they still remain mildly relativistic with typi-
cal speeds in the range of 0.5–0.8 c (Mullin & Hardcastle
2009), although X-ray observations may require the pres-
ence of a jet spine that is faster than that. While the jet den-
sity is not directly measurable from the synchrotron bright-
ness, it can be derived from the kinetic jet powers (cavity
powers), speeds and the observable jet radius, finding that
it is ≤ 10−4 mp cm−3. Other estimates or limits can be ob-
tained from the small mass flux channelled to the jet relative
to the Eddington accretion rate, the jet head propagation
speed (which is much smaller than the jet beam speed) or
the hotspot termination pressures determined from the syn-
chrotron emission. To describe the feedback of actual jets
with the galactic gas, it is hence important to use jet proper-
ties compatible with observed jets. The large jet speeds have
the unfortunate consequence for numerical simulations to
limit time steps to very small values which is computation-
ally very expensive but is necessary to model realistic radio
sources – for large-scale cosmological simulations this may
even be prohibitive currently. Subrelativistic, denser out-
flows, in contrast, are rather linked with AGN winds than
with jets and the “radio mode”.
3 AGN feedback in a multi-phase ISM
3.1 Positive and negative jet feedback
Jets don’t propagate in empty space but in or through an in-
terstellar medium (ISM) that is generally much denser than
the jet plasma. At the smallest scales, jets are conical and
propagate ballistically, not noticing the inertia of the ambi-
ent gas. On a scale L1b (Krause et al. 2012), ∼ pc or less
for most cases, the expanding jet becomes underdense, its
forward thrust is too low for ballistic motion and propaga-
tion of the jet termination point, the hotspot, becomes much
smaller than the bulk speed of the jet beam. Around this
point, the jet starts inflating a cocoon and thermalizes its
kinetic energy more efficiently with stronger density con-
trast. Where exactly this happens depends on the ISM den-
sity structure in the nuclear region. The efficient thermal-
ization produces a blastwave originating from this region
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Fig. 1 Volume rendering of the jet and the gas disk after is has broken out vertically, derived from the simulation of
Gaibler et al. (2012). The colors correspond to the densities indicated by the colorbar, the low-density circumgalactic gas
is rendered transparently. While the central part of the disk has been cleared by the blastwave, the outer parts of the disk
are mostly unaffected by the negative feedback but get compressed by the surrounding overpressured jet cocoon of low
density.
and while the inner jet was highly directed (collimated to
a small opening angle), the working surface suddenly be-
comes much larger (almost isotropic). Now the feedback
becomes energy-driven with a mechanical advantage  1
and the outward momentum acting on the ISM is much
larger than the momentum carried by the jet on the inner
scales. Only once the blastwaves originating from the two
“thermalization points” break out of the ISM (vertically for
a globally disk-shaped ISM), the driving cocoon pressure
vents out to the circumgalactic medium, the expansion of
the blastwave slows down and the radio source can propa-
gate to large scales. Since the jet there is still much under-
dense, its bow shock expands laterally, eventually encloses
the entire galaxy, and then pressurizes the ISM of the galax-
ies from the outside (Fig. 1). Roughly, one could say that
jets are masters of deception: the thin and powerful beam
and radio lobes get all the attention, but secondary effects
as blastwave formation do most of the work on the galaxy
scale.
A crucial ingredient of this scenario is the multi-phase
nature of the ISM. Its clumpy and fractal structure is found
in observations and generally expected within a supernova-
regulated multi-phase medium (McKee & Ostriker 1977).
The densities span over many orders of magnitude, although
the filling factors of the denser gas components are consid-
erably below unity. Most jet simulations in the past assumed
an ambient gas with only small density gradients, as suitable
for the diffuse gas around galaxies. Sutherland & Bicknell
(2007) newly examined the interaction of jets with a fractal
gas distribution and cloud sizes up to 50 pc. They and subse-
quent studies (Gaibler et al. 2011; Wagner & Bicknell 2011;
Wagner et al. 2012) found a qualitatively different evolution
from jets in a smooth ambient medium as described in the
previous paragraph. Wagner et al. (2012) used a cloud setup
that contains a large number of clouds at high resolution,
on average distributed evenly within a 1 kpc sphere. They
find that for jets more powerful than ∼ 10−4 of the Edding-
ton luminosity, feedback can be effective in ejecting gas out
of the galaxy and that the efficiency depends much more
on the cloud sizes than on the filling factor; clouds smaller
than ∼ 10 pc probably would be destroyed by ablation. The
efficient dispersal and ejection of clouds as sites of star for-
mation would hence lead to negative feedback.
With a different setup, Gaibler et al. (2011) examine the
jet feedback to larger scales and times, but at lower reso-
lution. Here, an entire thick and clumpy galactic gas disk
is simulated without an upper limit on cloud sizes. Accord-
ingly the disk is more clumpy on large scales and the jet
propagation through the ISM is considerably asymmetric.
While the innermost region of the disk is mostly cleared of
www.an-journal.org c© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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gas, only little is ejected to large distances. Gas just around
this central cavity is compressed strongly due to the expand-
ing blastwave and efficient cooling in the dense gas. The
probability distribution function of gas density strongly in-
creases at high densities and ablation and ejection do not
seem to be very effective. Comparing to the results of Wag-
ner et al. (2012), this may simply be due to the larger cloud
sizes. An increase in high density gas mass is also seen in
their simulations.
The actual impact on galaxy evolution, however, de-
pends on the changes found for star formation. To examine
that, Gaibler et al. (2012) included a star formation model
that is often used in galaxy-scale simulations – gas above a
certain density theshold is converted to stars at a certain effi-
ciency per local free-fall time. While the study finds a strong
drop in star formation for the central cleared-out region, the
star formation in the surrounding compressed gas increases
strongly, and at later times also increases considerably in the
outer parts of the disk since it is pressurized by the jet co-
coon that then surrounds the entire galaxy. Globally, the star
formation rate of the galaxy increases by a factor> 3 within
the simulated 10–15 Myr and does not yet show a trend to
decline. Silk (2005) argued that this positive feedback by
jets may cause ultraluminous starbursts at high redshift that
rapidly build up the massive spheroids.
The fate of the cloud eventually depends on the effec-
tiveness of ablation and fragmentation of the cloud. For 100-
pc clouds, Gaibler et al. (2012) argue that both the cloud
crushing times as well as the Kelvin–Helmholtz time scale
are still large enough to let them survive. Efficient cooling,
magnetic fields in the dense gas and self-gravity (at least for
the denser regions inside) further protect the cloud and let
the compressive effect dominate and trigger or increase the
star formation even if it fragments (Mellema et al. 2002).
3.2 Low vs. high redshift
The ISM of high-redshift (z ∼ 2–3) massive galaxies is
rather different from the ISM in the local Universe. While
the galaxies still have smaller masses, they have much larger
gas fractions and a more clumpy disk morphology due
to gravitational instability (Ceverino et al. 2010; Shapley
2011). Star formation seems to occur in much larger regions
than the molecular cloud complexes in the local Universe.
Furthermore, these galaxies are still actively accreting hot
and cold gas that continuously replenishes the galactic gas
reservoir for star formation, while in the local Universe,
massive galaxies are dominated by ellipticals with only lit-
tle mass in gas and a largely dominating hot gas compo-
nent. This quite different scenery naturally changes the in-
teraction of jets with the ISM. It should be expected that
the larger clumps make negative feedback by cloud ejection
less efficient and the clouds more stable against ablation.
The simulations by Gaibler et al. (2012) with their large
clumps were meant to mimic this situation and argue for
positive feedback occuring in high-redshift massive galax-
ies. The results of Wagner et al. (2012) suggest that there
may be transition from negative feedback to positive feed-
back for cloud sizes in the range of 10–50 pc which inter-
estingly is similar to the size of local giant molecular cloud
complexes. One might hence speculate that in high-redshift
galaxies with their larger cloud complexes, feedback could
be mostly positive while it is more negative in the local Uni-
verse. Another difference is the more disky morphology at
high redshift, where ejection of gas is more difficult com-
pared to a more spherical gas distribution, purely by the
amount of gas in the jet-affected regions. Gas outside the in-
ner disk region is hard to affect by negative feedback due to
the large gas columns and the radially stalling blast wave in
the disk, but it can more easily be affected by positive feed-
back from the overpressured cocoon surrounding the galaxy
at later times. The orientation of the jets with respect to the
disk plane has no great importance for this consideration:
for the extreme case of a jet propagating near the disk plane,
rather improbable even for purely random jet orientations,
the gas column is very large and much of the cocoon pres-
sure will be lost vertically to the disk once the blast wave
radius has reached about 2 disk scale heights.
Cosmological simulations are considerably more lim-
ited in resolution due to their larger computational domains
and larger simulated time scales. The large thermalization
found by the resolved feedback simulations above would ac-
tually support the widespread subgrid modelling with ther-
mal energy injection. Since a clumpy ISM is hardly feasi-
ble in cosmological runs except on the largest scales of the
galaxies, subgrid models of the ISM have been employed
(e.g. Dubois & Teyssier 2008; Schaye & Dalla Vecchia
2008; Springel & Hernquist 2003) that describe the thermo-
dynamical response of the multi-phase ISM to changes from
outside. But for the case of resolved jets interacting with
the ISM, such subgrid models are not expected to generally
produce the same results as those described, and the same
applies to simply introducing jet-driven blast wave of low
density and high pressure. However, Wagner et al. (2012) ar-
gue that for the case of small cloud sizes and filling factors,
the single-phase subgrid modelling is a good approxima-
tion with the resulting negative feedback. For larger clouds
or high-redshift galaxies, in contrast, the results would not
agree. Resolved AGN jet feedback is particularly difficult if
not impossible for simulations employing smoothed parti-
cle hydrodynamics (SPH) due to the very low densities in
the jet beam. There is almost no mass associated with all
the kinetic energy input, requiring extremely small particle
masses of only few M. For those simulations, the intro-
duction of a jet-driven blastwave may be a viable way if the
ISM is clumpy enough.
For positive feedback it is also important to consider
whether the triggering of star formation is “strong” or
“weak” triggering (Dale et al. 2007), i.e. whether actually
more stars are formed due to the jet activity or the stars
would form anyway and star formation is only accelerated
(and is smaller later). While this so far cannot be determined
from the simulations since they model only a short time and
c© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.an-journal.org
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address only isolated galaxies, it can be conjectured that at
high redshift there might actually be strong triggering of
star formation since there is a continuous supply of infalling
gas and an accelerated formation of stars does not lead to a
shortage of gas in the galaxy. Further examination of this,
however, should be done in future studies.
3.3 Feedback by AGN winds
Having focused on AGN jets so far, it is important to also
consider accretion disk-driven feedback and in particular
the differences compared to jet feedback. The winds formed
there are commonly observed in AGN as warm absorbers in
UV or X-rays, broad absorption line (BAL) quasar, ultra-
fast outflows (UFOs) or quasar outflows in emission lines
gas. They can be launched by coupling of matter (e.g. from
the dusty torus) to the radiation field of the accretion disk
and also have been studied for many years (e.g. Nayakshin
& Zubovas 2012; Ostriker et al. 2010; Proga et al. 2000;
Wagner et al. 2013). In contrast to collimated, relativis-
tic jets, these winds have much larger opening angles and
though they can be fast, they are generally subrelativistic,
with larger mass fluxes, and are momentum-driven. Hence
they appear to be very different from jets. Since we have
learned, however, that the interaction of jets with the ISM
very quickly turns into a scenario where a jet-driven blast-
wave interacts with the ISM, the differences become consid-
erably smaller. Similar to AGN winds, jets can also affect a
very large solid angle seen from the galactic center. In fact,
apart from the radio emission closely linked to jets, it may
be difficult to distinguish between the two cases. Wagner
et al. (2013) have applied their fractal ISM setup to UFOs
and find that the interaction with the ISM is similar.
It is hence desirable to further study the differences be-
tween the two mechanisms, also because they may both be
acting simultaneously in some sources. Arguments made
against jets affecting the ISM based on momentum argu-
ments have to be viewed in the light of the large mechan-
ical advantage that can be achieved with an energy-driven
blastwave. And although both types of feedback act on a
large opening angle or near-isotropically, it has be be kept
in mind that the geometrical unification of AGN types re-
quires the presence of some thick “dusty torus”, and pro-
viding negative feedback isotropically on star formation in
a galaxy seems hard without also getting rid of this struc-
ture (and thus unification) first. Interestingly, jet feedback
could provide a nice way out of this difficulty since the act-
ing two blastwaves originate roughly from the two locations
where the jet density drops strongly below the ambient den-
sity, which in principle could be outside the dust torus re-
gion. But for both types of feedback, their impact on galaxy
evolution will strongly depend on their occurrence rates and
either the efficiency of coupling matter to the radiation field
or the efficiency of launching jets.
4 Outlook
Simulations of both quasar and jet-driven feedback in galax-
ies have allowed a deeper insight into the driving processes
in active galaxies. Many answers are still tentative or spec-
ulative, but it is a fascinating finding that both negative and
positive feedback may result from the same driving phe-
nomenon. And while it is so far unclear whether the desire
for negative feedback in cosmological studies can be ful-
filled by AGN jet feedback and this has to be examined fur-
ther in the next years, there are several additional processes
not detailed here that may contribute additionally and have
to be further explored, such as heat conduction, the impact
of magnetic fields in particular in the dense clouds and the
effect of cosmic rays from the nucleus or the jet cocoon on
the star formation in the clouds.
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